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STUDENT LIFE | Tax Service
Students can learn how to properly fill out
tax forms through an on-campus program.

NEWS | Meeting of the Minds

SPORTS | What Comes Next?

The Board of Trustees met just before
spring break. What did they talk about?

After the first MW semifinal appearance in
USU history, what’s next for the Aggies?

see PAGE 2

see PAGE 3

see PAGE 5

‘We think it’s important to see both sides’
USU club cautions against jumping to conclusions when allegations of sexual assault are made
“Every time a survivor sees something like

By Spencer Burt
NEWS COPY EDITOR

‘falsely accused’ or ‘liar,’” he said, “it puts an

As new accusations continue to be reported

ward who have been victimized by sexual as-

every day — across the world and here at Utah

State University — leaders of an on-campus

icy chill on our efforts to get folks to come forsault.”

Bitton also expressed concern over the statis-

club have urged caution against jumping to

tics cited on the YAF flyer. It cites data from an

During the fall 2017 semester, a politically

cent of sexual assault reports are false, and

conclusions regarding sexual assault.

conservative club distributed flyers on USU’s
Logan campus advocating for people who, ac-

cording to the flyer, were “falsely accused of

academic study claiming that two to 10 perthat more than 40 percent are unsubstantiated.

“They’re essentially indicating that they be-

sexual assault.”

lieve up to 40 percent are false accusations,”

dent Association-sanctioned club and a branch

language.”

Young Americans for Freedom, a USU Stu-

of a nationwide organization, promotes tradi-

he said, “which is ‘provably false,’ to use their
According to the USU Department of Public

tional values and free speech, said club presi-

Safety’s 2017 campus security report, of all

While Cripe acknowledged sexual assault as

only only two of 84 were declared unfounded,

dent Taylor Cripe.

a major problem that deserves attention, she
said it’s important to acknowledge that men’s
lives are sometimes ruined by being falsely accused of sexual assault.

“That’s a serious crime to be falsely accused

crimes reported on-campus from 2014 to 2016
meaning they were “found to be false or baseless” by law enforcement officials. This statis-

tic does not include arrests for drug, alcohol
or firearm possession.

While Bitton acknowledged the two to 10

of,” Cripe said. “We think it’s important to see

percent figure is technically correct according

been abused, but also the men who have been

ports is often inflated because different states

both sides of that — the women who have
falsely accused.”

Turner Bitton, the executive director of the

Utah Coalition Against Sexual Assault, said

this message may actually discourage victims
from reporting.

to the study, he said the number of false re-

and law enforcement entities have different
ways of categorizing and defining false accu-

sations. Some may classify a lack of sufficient
evidence as a false report, while others may do
see “YAF” PAGE 2

PHOTO COURTESY OF Young Americans for Freedom Club
Young Americans for Freedom set up a booth on campus during the fall semester, distributing flyers advocating for individuals falsely
accused of sexual assault.

DURYEA OUT AFTER THREE YEARS

staff have contributed to Utah State the past

By Jaden Johnson
SPORTS CONTENT MANAGER

three seasons, both on and off the court,” said

Utah State men’s basketball head coach Tim

Duryea has been released from his duties as
head coach according to a release from the
USU Athletic Department.

Duryea, who coached the Aggies to their first

ever Mountain West Conference Tournament
semifinals appearance on Saturday, was informed this afternoon that he will no longer be

coaching the team. Players were informed just
minutes before the news became public.

After working as an assistant coach for 14 sea-

sons under previous head coach Stew Morrill,
Duryea assumed the position as head coach pri-

or to the 2015-16 season. In three seasons at

the helm of the program, he has coached the
Aggies to a 47-49 overall record, and a 22-32
record in conference play.

The team finished 17-17 this season, while

PHOTO BY Sydney Oliver
Tim Duryea was the head men’s basketball coach at Utah State for the past three years. He led the team to its first-ever Mountain West
semifinal game at the conference’s tournament last week, but posted a 22-32 record in conference play in the three years.

posting an 8-10 record in Mountain West play.

USU athletics director John Hartwell. “Howev-

er, we feel it is in the best interest of the program to make a change.”

With one season left under his current con-

tract, Duryea is contracted to make $279,000

per year through the end of the 2018-19 sea-

son. His contract officially expires June 30,
2019.

While it is uncertain whether the team will

participate in any type of post-season tourna-

ment, Duryea said following Saturday’s loss to

New Mexico that the team had made contact a
few tournaments and it was being considered.

The university-issued statement said that “A

national search for Utah State’s next head

men’s basketball coach will begin immediately.”

@JadenJohns0n

“We appreciate everything that Tim and his

#usubrackets

submit your bracket
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Q&A: What’s known of fatal shootings at California vets home
selves or others.

By Paul Elias
ASSOCIATED PRESS

about whether federal agents had traced the

___

Why was Wong kicked out of the treatment

weapons used in the shooting or determined
how many guns Wong owned.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Three days after a

program, and what help was he given when he

health care workers at a program where he

Pathway Home spokesman Larry Kamer de-

enforcement respond properly during the siege

rules and the ongoing investigation." There

room where Wong had kept the women inside?

former Army rifleman killed three mental

was removed?

had received care in Northern California,

clined to comment, citing "confidentiality

Albert Wong, 36, slipped into a going-away

have been reports that Wong may have threat-

there are still more questions than answers.
party at The Pathway Home on Friday morning. About seven hours later, a robot with a

video feed showed officers that Wong and the
three workers were dead.

Executive Director Christine Loeber, 48; Clin-

ical Director Jennifer Golick, 42; and Jennifer

at the veterans home.

they are premature.
___

Did Wong's behavior prompt any reports to

erates a gun registry, but the agency declined

Here are some of the things officials have

actions while enrolled in the program and his

remain:

Did officials at The Pathway Home, at the Vet-

erans Administration or in the military ever re-

port any concerns about Albert Wong's mental
health to outside authorities?

Napa County Sheriff's Capt. Steve Blower

said Monday that his office had received no

prior reports from mental health workers
alerting them to concerns about Wong's mental health or that he was a danger to others,

though his agency would have been a primary

point of contact for such reporting. The U.S.

The California Attorney General's Office op-

to say Monday if Wong's previous behavior or

subsequent expulsion prompted any reports to
the gun registry or a program that seizes fire-

arms from those who are no longer allowed to
have them because of mental illness or criminal convictions.

"Since this is an active case, everything has to

come from the investigating agency," spokeswoman Bethany Lesser said in an email.
___

How many guns did Wong own and did he le-

gally obtain/retain them after he enrolled in an
in-patient mental health program?

Investigators haven't publicly identified the

Army has declined to provide more details be-

weapon Wong used to kill the three mental

he served in Afghanistan from April 2011 to

9-millimeter gun as a security guard was can-

yond Wong's basic service record, which shows
March 2012 and received numerous awards.
Stanford

University

psychiatry

professor

Keith Humphreys said mental health care pro-

fessionals are required by state law to report
to law enforcement agencies patients they be-

lieve have made a "credible, specific threat

against a specific individual." Humphreys also
said patients can be reported who are "gravely
disabled" or pose a "serious danger" to them-

“YAF” FROM PAGE 1
the same if the survivor chooses not to testify
in court.

“These statistics that basically reinforce the

societal narrative that people who accuse oth-

ers of sexual misconduct are lying,” he said.
“It sends an icy message through the community that if you come forward as a sexual assault survivor, you’re not going to be believed.”

Bitton said the coalition has a campaign

called “Start by Believing,” which promotes
the idea that if someone discloses to you that
they were the victim of sexual assault, “your
only job is to start by believing.”

Cripe and YAF vice president Parker Jackson

say otherwise.

“The legal system says innocent until proven

guilty,” Jackson said. “We like to give people
presumption of innocence until there’s compelling evidence, one way or the other.”

Jackson and Cripe also said college campuses

have a problem of not giving the accused par-

health workers. Wong's state permit to carry a
celled last October after he failed to pay the

Bureau of Security and Investigative Services,
agency spokesman Matt Woodcheke said Mon-

day. Attorney General Xavier Becerra's office,
which is responsible for performing gun back-

ground checks for buyers, declined to provide

records. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms
and

Explosives

spokeswoman

sponded to a 10:20 a.m. report of "shots fired"
Blower said Wong fled into a room, slamming

shut the door and the deputy didn't follow the
gunman into the room. Authorities say it's ap-

parent the victims were shot Friday morning
because no gunfire was heard afterward.

California Highway Patrol Sgt. Rob Nacke

said CHP and the Napa County Sheriff's De-

partment shared responsibility for responding
to the shooting. The veterans home is in the

sheriffs jurisdiction but it is a state agency,
prompting the joint response, Nacke said. The

FBI also responded with a hostage negotiating
team. Nacke said the first officer on scene was

responding to an "active shooter," requiring an
immediate and aggressive response. "Typical-

ly, you want to rush in and confront an active
shooter," Nacke said.

After Wong fled into a room and slammed the

door shut, "At that point it turned into a hostage situation," Nacke said. The proper re-

sponse to a hostage situation is to play for
time. Typically, the longer the situation drags
on without violence, the more likely it is to

resolve peacefully, Nacke said. "Time was on

our side." But at 6 p.m. officers determined
Wong and the three victims were dead.
___

Associated Press writers Mike Balsamo in Los

Angeles and Don Thompson in Sacramento also
contributed to this report.

“Even if falsely accused,” their flyer reads,

elected USU Student Association president Jaren

Hunsaker. The USUSA President is a member of

the board each year. Hunsaker will replace current
president Michael Scott Peters April 13.

The President’s Resolution of Commendation was

awarded to Haven Thorson. This award is given to

a student at most Trustees’ meetings. It recognizes
students who have provided service to the school.

Peters was glad to announce that USU and Logan

City had worked together to have additional street-

lights installed on a commonly used pathway near

the Pi Kappa Alpha house, where students had ex-

pressed concern about it being too dark and felt
unsafe.

Pres. Noelle Cockett said that a bill regarding sex-

ual assault on university campuses was passed in

the state senate, and will be going to the House of
Representatives soon.

This proposed law would require on-campus re-

ports of sexual assault to be reported to law en-

forcement as well. Supporters of the bill believe it
will give the accused better access to due process

Cockett addressed the recent Facebook posts

from former USU music students who said they

were raped, harassed and discriminated against by
members of faculty.

Although the professor does not work there any

longer, Cockett stressed the importance of hiring a

private, independent, unbiased investigator on the
cases.

The Board approved a 1.5-3% increase in Tier II

tuition. The exact number will be determined once

administration knows how much the state will provide funding for.

Tim Vitale and Jay Wright from USU public rela-

tions and marketing unveiled a new advertising
campaign and “brand” called “I’m an Aggie.”

They have made and will continue to make short

videos highlighting USU students participating in

unique, interesting, and often groundbreaking re-

search. The videos are for both recruitment pur-

poses, they said, and also for public awareness of
— spencerburt@aggiemail.usu.edu

Corneiro did not respond to a request Monday
ties due process.

This was the first Trustees meeting for newly

what goes on here at USU.

Alexandria

ing to have an open conversation about it with

The “very best” prevention method, Bitton

anyone.

said, is affirmative consent and constant com-

without granting you your constitutional

ually assaulted, then you would have fair

He also said a “consistent ethic of consent”

Bitton, however, said this is not the case, and

“But to pretend like there isn’t a problem with

“universities often take disciplinary action
rights to due process.”

that universities are required by law to represent both students – the com-

plainant and the
respondent

–

“If we had been denying that women are sex-

grounds to be a bit more defensive,” she said.
men being falsely accused of sexual assault is

The legal system says innocent until proven guilty.

equally in all in-

— YAF vice president Parker Jackson

vestigations.

“I can speak to my personal experience with

Utah State,” Bitton said, “that the school is

not fair to the question.”

While the issue of sexual assault has stirred

munication in sexual and dating relationships.
needs to develop in all relationships.

However, Bitton said the biggest responsibili-

ty for prevention falls on a specific group of
people.

“At the end of the day, the person who is most

responsible for preventing sexual assault is the

person who commits the sexual assault or harassment,” Bitton said.

Sexual assault resources for USU students:

To report misconduct, contact the USU Title

IX office which can be reached at (435) 797-

very committed to representing the rights of

up some controversy, it is not the club’s main

Cripe said the club’s flyers were approved by

servatism and capitalism. Their meetings are

CAPS office are free to students and can be

of the TSC, and are open to the public.

1012 respectively.

both people.”

the university to be distributed and placed on

the information desk in the Taggart Student
Center, but they did receive some backlash on
Facebook when they posted the images. She

was fine with that though, and said she is will-

Pi
Day
Wednesday, March 14

Wednesday,
March
14
Wednesday
March
14, 2018

Compute this:

$3.14 off
off the
pie.
$3.14
the purchase
purchaseofofany
anywhole
whole
pie.
Free slice
slice of
select
pies
with
purchaseof
of
Free
of
select
pies
w/purchase
Free slice of select pies w/purchase of
Not good with any other promotion or
any entree.
entree.
Not good
with any other promotion or

coupon. Dine in only.
couppon.
Dine in only.

Capt. Blower of the sheriff's office said a dep-

declined to comment on those reports, saying

cials and the California Highway Patrol have

erans Affairs Healthcare System who was

said about what happened and questions that

when they waited for eight hours to go into the

uty exchanged gunfire 10 minutes after he re-

gun registries?

nearly 7 months pregnant died in the siege.

At what point were the women killed? Did law

ened one of the women, but Napa County offi-

Gonzales Shushereba, 32, a clinical psychologist with the San Francisco Department of Vet-

___

Board of Trustees
roundup: March 2, 2018

1633 North Main, Logan

focus. They promote traditional values, conheld every Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in room 335

USU’s full policy regarding sexual assault and

harassment can be found online under Policy
339.

1266

For confidential counseling, the SAAVI and

reached at (435)-797-7273 and (435)-797-

— spencerburt@aggiemail.usu.edu
@SpencerABurt
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STUDENT LIFE

Tax season is here
By Kortni Wells
STUDENT LIFE SENIOR WRITER

Being away from college can be a stressful time

for students looking to complete their taxes, and
to gain the maximum refund from their hard

work. But Utah State has resources for students to
help make their lives just a little bit easier during
tax season.

The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program

is a service for low income families and students

to have their taxes done for free, by qualified tax
preparers who are also students.

VITA, together with Beta Alpha Psi (the account-

ing honors program at USU), has provided this

opportunity to students at USU for the past ten

years, and continues to see success year after year.
Student volunteers assisting with VITA are

trained to use a software program provided by

the U.S. government. Volunteers ask a series of

questions to individuals looking for help to determine if they qualify for VITA, and if so, begin the
tax filing process.

On average, 800 returns are prepared every

year, with 200 of those being returns for international students at USU. Several of these returns

include foreign tax returns that require advanced
certifications to be completed. VITA volunteers

also have a knowledge of educational tax credit
forms, also known as 1098T forms, that can be
difficult to understand if not explained well.

Bonnie Villarreal is the advisor for Beta Alpha

USU program helps students learn how
to do taxes

Psi, which also gives her the role of sight coordi-

nator for VITA at USU. She is asked to make sure
the site is staffed with competent people so that

USU is compliant with what the Internal Revenue
Service(IRS) expects of them.

Villarreal enjoys the fulfillment she gets from

serving as the advisor for such a rewarding
organization.

“I start a CPA firm from scratch every spring,

invite students to be trained, come volunteer

and ask questions. It’s basically like starting and
managing a tax practice,” Villarreal said.

She said that this experience gives students

more hands-on opportunities for learning, instead
of just sitting through a tax class.

“It gives the students who are studying account-

PHOTO BY Autumn Dunda
The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program works iwth low-income families and students to do their taxes done by qualified tax preparers

ing a chance to be someone’s financial advisor,

all the returners for the VITA program at USU.

we serve the community,” Villarreal said. “It’s re-

and reaping the benefits later, something that

because not only do we serve the students, but

ally good for students to try out their occupation

before they really decide if that’s what they want
to do for their career.”

Villarreal also enjoys seeing the satisfaction of

the students when they realize they like what

they are doing and training for in the real world.
“It’s great to have the people getting their taxes

done be appreciative, but I think the appreciation
from the students of ‘thank you for letting me see

what it’s like to help somebody’ is probably what’s
in it for me more than anything,” Villarreal said.
Jared Fry is a sophomore studying accounting.

He currently volunteers as an administrator over

Fry has always had a motto of working hard

followed him as he came to USU. He worked hard
to get involved, and eventually found the Institute

of Management Accountana and Beta Alpha Psi to
not only help him get involved, but live his motto
while going to school.

“It’s all about the learning experience,” Fry said.

“VITA provided a really good opportunity for me
to give back, because I feel like I’ve been given a
lot in my life.”

Fry said that VITA provides a safe, simplified

process for doing taxes, in a less stressful environment than the traditional route.

“VITA is a good resource to have students get

their taxes done accurately. They risk less by

having VITA help them,” Fry said. “There is also

less risk for mistakes, and having someone do the
taxes wrong. There are always people that can
answer questions.”

Ashley Abarca is a senior at USU studying

Villarreal finds herself putting in extra hours

during spring semester to ensure that those who

step through the doors of the VITA lab are receiving the help they need to complete their taxes in
the time they are given.

“I’m not going to turn my back on international

students, or any students who need my help with
their returns because I wouldn’t want anyone

turning their back on me if I needed help,” Vil-

larreal said. “This keeps me doing an extra 15-20
hours a week just to get things done.”

For any students and low-income families look-

ing for a free resource to have their taxes done

well, look no further than the VITA lab on cam-

pus. This free service runs until the end of March.
The VITA lab is open from 6-8 p.m. on Tuesdays

in the Eccles Business building room 118 and
Saturdays from 9-11 am.

— kortni.marie.wells@aggiemail.usu.edu
@kortniwells

social work.

Abarca discovered the VITA lab with her hus-

band last year. They loved their experience, and
decided to go again this year.

“I love being able to go and know that someone

is doing my taxes right and I’m not just shooting

in the dark,” Abarca said. “I have already recommended it to other students.”

Abarca recommends getting to the lab early,

PHOTO BY Autumn Dunda
VITA volunteer also help fill out foreign tax retuns for international students. These returns require advanced certifications to be completed.

considering how popular it is, especially on
Tuesday evenings.

Learning through communicative disorders
By Hannah Leavitt
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

A typical stroll through the Ray L. and Elo-

ise H. Lillywhite building will reveal students
and teachers using sign language and testing

technology like cochlear implants. Around the

building are many signs that read “quiet please.”

The Lillywhite building is home to the Commu-

nicative Disorders and Deaf Education program.
“(The program) is unique because, at the

bachelor’s level, it’s combined with education
to make a composite degree,” said Michelle
Wilson, the advisor for the COMDDE program.

According the the COMDDE webpage, un-

dergraduate and graduate students learn spe-

cialized skills to meet the communication and
academic needs of children and adults with
communication differences and disorders.

“In our listening and spoken language pro-

gram, LSL, our expectation is for students to

have some families who want their child to
learn both.”

Some of the faculty have communication

disorders themselves.

“There are some faculty members who

use the technology in our spoken language

department,” Michelle Wilson said. “Two of

our faculty members, Kurt Radford and Brian

Burns, are both deaf themselves. Their stories

so excited that day. I realized that there was
an actual job I could pursue in this.”

Utah State’s deaf education program is

unique in its ability to give students work
experience before graduation.

“In high school, you don’t really learn

anything like this. But here, what’s special, is

that we get our own clients,” Hampshire said.
Hampshire is hoping to be a speech lan-

are amazing.”

guage pathologist after graduation.

COMDDE program.

of life is communicating and being able to

shire said. “A girl I was paired with couldn’t

that is incredible,” she said.

Tristin Hampshire, 20, is a senior in the
“In high school, I was a peer tutor,” Hamp-

talk, but could do sign language for chocolate
milk, bathroom, more, and that was it.”

Hampshire was determined to communicate

with her student.

“I was working with her one day on the

iPad. By the end of the day, she could understand a few letters,” Hampshire said. “I was

“I think that one of the most important parts

March 16
7:00 p.m.

connect with people, so helping others to do
For more information on the COMDDE

program visit their website https://comdde.
usu.edu/.

$8
thecachevenue.com

— hannahjoycee00@gmail.com
@hannahjoyce

develop expertise in using hearing technolo-

gy, cochlear implants, how to teach the child
to listen and develop spoken language,” said
Lauri Nelson. “The bilingual/bicultural pro-

March 17
Doors open @7

gram emphasizes American Sign Language,
ASL, as their primary language.”

Tickets are $20

Nelson is the division head of deaf educa-

tion at USU, and is also an associate professor. She said she expects students to know

the basics of both programs to assist families
and clients.

“Within deaf education, you have some

families who want their child to use hearing

technology to learn to listen and talk so sign
language isn’t as emphasized,” Nelson said.
“We have other families who think it’s very

important to have their child learn ASL. We

FILE PHOTO BY Chantelle Mcall
The Lilllywhite building is one of the smallest buildings on campus and home to the Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education program.
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SPORTS

COLUMN: The grass
isn’t always greener
By Daniel Hansen
SPORTS SENIOR WRITER

PHOTO BY Megan Nielsen
The Utah State hockey team competed at nationals in Columbus, Ohio last week. The Aggies were eliminated from post-season play after
suffering losses to Lindenwood and Massachussets.

Aggies comepete
at nationals
By Jason Walker
SPORTS EDITOR

Aggie hockey bounced from nationals in

group play

For the third year in a row, Utah State hockey

went 1-2 in group play and failed to advance to
the knockout stage.

The Aggies lost their first two games in close

contests — first in overtime to Lindenwood 3-2
and then to UMass 4-2.

Despite being eliminated from the possibility

of advancing after the loss to UMass, Utah
State defeated Penn State — which ended the
season as the No. 1 ranked team — in the final
game of the season 5-3.

While the opportunity to win a national cham-

pionship was out of the question even before

the game against the Nittany Lions began, USU
goalkeeper said getting the win to close out the
year “feels great.”

“It was a big team win,” Willenborg said. “Ev-

eryone regrouped last night, we were all down

about not winning a national championship
but we all came together and all these rookies

and juniors and sophomores came together
and did it one last time for all the seniors.”

Utah State had a great shot to beat Linden-

wood (the team that would go on to win the

group) as the Aggies led at two different points
in the game, 1-0 and 2-1. But a goal by the Li-

ons with just under four minutes to play sent
the game to overtime and Lindenwood scored
in just 21 seconds to claim victory.

Against UMass, the Aggies looked outclassed

Utah State pulled back to within one goal,

3-2, and pulled goalkeeper Austin Willenborg

in the closing minutes, but UMass scored an
open-net goal with 13 seconds left to play to
seal a second straight Aggie defeat.

Willenborg was on form for all three games.

The senior made 132 saves (.936 save percentage) in the three games and kept the Aggies

close in the two games they lost. As usual, how-

ever, he deflected praise back onto his defense.
“If it wasn’t for this whole team I wouldn’t

have played the way I did all weekend,” Wil-

lenborg said.” They made the shots real easy

and they put the rebounds in the corner and
made it real simple.”

However easy the shots were, Willenborg face

a lot of them. During the late stretches of the

season, the Dubuque native had only a handful
of games where he faced more than 30 shots,
but faced 103 in just the first two games, saving all but six of them.

Sometimes, the grass is not always greener on the other side. Sometimes, the other
side’s greenery is a complete façade. Kinda
like the summer of 2016 when the university literally had to paint Old Main Hill green
after the grass had been mistakenly killed
with weedkiller. My point is that occasionally, we can dream too much of greener
pastures that we forget greener pastures do
not simply happen.
If you have yet to hear, the Utah State athletics department announced over the
weekend that they had “relieved” men’s
basketball head coach Tim Duryea of his
duties. The news isn’t extremely surprising,
and whispers of discontent have been rampaging among USU fans for much of the
season. Even an improbable run to the
semifinals of the Mountain West tournament wasn’t enough to overshadow losses
to Portland State, Air Force, and San Jose
State which have plagued the season.
It’s not a secret that something is wrong
with Aggie basketball. I wrote as much several weeks ago following Utah State’s losses
to AF and SJSU. But a coaching change
does not equate success, and there is no assurance whatsoever that this move will
help the team improve.
Let’s not forget, Duryea was not originally
in the runnings to become USU’s head
coach. It was only after other names higher
up on the Aggies’ wishlist backed out of the
job that Duryea’s name came into the conversation. Former UCLA coach Ben Howland was an initial target, but he accepted
the job at Mississippi State instead. Randy
Rahe, a former assistant at Utah State,
turned down the job to stay at Weber State.
That may seem like a strange decision, but
his contract there earns him almost
$100,000 more per year than Duryea’s contract at USU.
There’s the problem that Utah State will
have to overcome in this new coaching
search. USU has never been a destination
school for a coach, and without an increase

in compensation, that won’t change enough
to bring in a high profile name. Even if a
recognizable name comes to Logan, success
is far from guaranteed to follow. Remember
that UNLV hired Rollie Massimino, a coach
with national championship pedigree, to
replace Jerry Tarkanian, and it tanked their
program for almost 20 years.
There is a source of hope for me concerning this coaching hire, though. This will be
the first major hire for John Hartwell as the
athletic director at Utah State. Hartwell did
extremely well hiring new coaches at his
previous school, Troy, despite being
squeezed between major programs like Alabama and Auburn. His hire for football,
Neal Brown, has gone 25-13 in three seasons and led the Trojans to their first top 25
ranking in school history. His hire for men’s
basketball, Phil Cunningham, led Troy to
their first berth in the NCAA tournament
since 2003. If there’s anyone that I would
trust with a new hire, it’s probably Hartwell.
Any coach who accepts the position is
walking into a prime situation. Koby McEwen and Sam Merrill both received all-MW
honors this season, and they’ll both be juniors next season. Dwayne Brown Jr., Brock
Miller, and Norbert Janicek are decent
building blocks to an adequate supporting
cast. Land a few junior college transfers
and there is a dangerous team that, with
the right coaching, could take the rest of
the conference by storm.
The program could turn just as drastically
in the other direction, however. This is a
very pivotal hire for the Aggies, one that
could cause ripple effects for the coming
decade. Botch it, and fans might start clamoring for a 17-17 season. Nail it, and the
return of Spectrum magic might not be far
off.
For now, all we know is that Duryea’s gone
and a lot of fans take that as a source of
optimism.
Be careful what you wish for.
@TheGrandDanny

On the other side of the ice, the Aggies strug-

gled to get shots on net, getting just 27 in each

of their first two games before putting 38 on

net against Penn State. Morgan McJimsey was
the most prolific scorer for Utah State, as the
senior was the only player to score multiple
goals in the three contests.

McJimsey led USU in goals and points in

group play, notching four goals and one assist.
David Higgs, Frank Flight, Alex Herman, Josh
Kerkvliet and Sam Lindquist each scored one

goal. Herman, Kerkvliet, Lindquist and Brett
Fernandez ended up with three assists apiece.

for most of the game, unable to keep up with

the speed or physicality of the Minutemen.
USU managed kept the game scoreless in the

first period but gave up two quick goals in the
middle of the second period.

@thejwalk67

PHOTO BY Matt Halton
Utah State head men’s basketball coach Tim Duryea was fired Sunday afternoon after the Aggies were eliminated from teh Mountain West
Tournament in the rhitd round. In three years, Duryea’s teams went 47-49 with him at the helm.
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workhorses for the team in the tournament. He

also added crucial depth at the guard position,

one area which really hurt the Aggies early in the
season while he was out.

Veteran leadership is an invaluable commodity

to any team, and from the two seniors on this

team USU had only a combined total of about 35
minutes per game and had 22 missed games.

Then there’s the Slovakian big man Norbert Jan-

icek. It doesn’t take a trained eye or a profession-

al scout to see that the Aggies lacked height this

season. Playing the majority of the games this

season without a single player over 6’8, Janicek

would have been a valuable commodity. In his

sophomore season for USU, he averaged 6.7

points and 3.6 rebounds in 20 minutes per game.

Not mind blowing numbers by any means, but

having the option of an actual center adds another dimension to a sometimes flat Aggie offense.

Let’s not forget about freshmen Brock Miller and

Klay Stall. I know the word “potential” gets

thrown around a lot, but these are two guys who

have a whole lot of it and combined for only 15

total games played this season. Stall is another

big-bodied option who has had an incredibly unPHOTO BY Chantelle McCall
The Utah State men’s basketball team huddling up during a game against Boise State in the Mountain West Conference Tournament in Las Vegas. The Aggies defeated Boise State 78-75 to advance to their first
ever Mountain West semi-final, where they lost to New Mexico.

COLUMN: Aggies will be alright
By Jaden Johnson
SPORTS CONTENT MANAGER

Look, I get it.

No Aggie fan is satisfied, nor should they be,

with a season which yielded 17 losses. It’s plain

and simple, .500 basketball just isn’t acceptable.
There is a higher standard for Aggie basketball

than that which has been achieved the past few
years.

This season included some agonizing losses for

USU faithful. Nobody is soon to forget an 0-3 re-

cord against in-state teams, excruciating back-toback losses to Air Force and San Jose State, and a
blowout loss in the Mountain West tournament to
New Mexico.

Does there need to be changes in the adminis-

tration of this program? Possibly. Does the re-

cruiting philosophy of this coaching staff need to
change? Possibly. Should the Aggies consider
playing a different style of basketball? Possibly.
But after a long week in Las Vegas I’m tired, emo-

tionally drained, and frankly, I don’t want to write
about that right now.

So let’s focus on some positives.

A few days ago, the Mountain West released its

all-conference teams. The first, second, third, and
all-defense teams were littered with many names

familiar to Aggie fans of 21 incredibly skilled

players and leaders from throughout the confer-

State program, the Aggies will be okay. To be

juniors, so in total, 17 upperclassmen.

some help, so let’s talk about that.

ence. These lists included seven seniors and 10
You can probably see where I’m going with this.

more than okay though, they’re going to need
Anybody who believes injuries didn’t play a sig-

The four remaining players on that list included

nificant role in this season is simply mistaken. I’m

finished top-15 in the conference in points and

record and results Utah State produced this sea-

Bryson Williams, a Fresno State sophomore who
rebounds per game and second in field goal percentage, Brandon McCoy, a five-star recruit fresh-

man for UNLV who might hear his name called as

a lottery pick in this year’s NBA draft, and, you
guessed it, USU sophomores Sam Merrill and

not making apologies or excuses for the mediocre

stats sometimes fall on deaf ears.

If absolutely nothing else, the Aggies were play-

ing with a roster which was far from the way they

envisioned it at the beginning of the season. Yes,

of course that’s part of college basketball and

sports in general, and yes, they need to deal with

it like everyone else. But the Aggies faced an un-

precedented series of unfortunate events when it
came to health.

I’m not trying to talk you into believing Utah

could be worse, I have no idea what this team will

Julion Pearre.

Pearre played in 17 games for the Aggies this

sheet to a casual onlooker, and even Aggie fans

good at scoring, blah blah blah. I wonder if those

going down for the season.

are so fresh in recent memory, I’ll focus first on

trating just how good these guys are. Chances
is really good at three-pointers, Koby is really

dropping 15 points against Portland State before

State is on the right track. I’m not entirely con-

ics and leadership in the conference tournament

season, or exactly half of the team’s contests. The

are, you’ve seen and heard them all. Sam Merrill

be turning into a real weapon for the Aggies,

son, I’m just calling it how I see it. Since his hero-

Koby McEwen.

I’m not going to rattle off a bunch of stats illus-

fortunate streak of injuries, and Miller seemed to

senior guard’s numbers don’t pop off the stat
often overlook his impact. But he’s a consistent
player who can often provide the spark necessary
to get things going, and he was one of the real

vinced of that myself. Next season could be better,

look like in 238-ish days when they tip-off in an

exhibition against some community college nobody’s ever heard of.

But like I said at the beginning of this article, I’m

not ready to think about it yet.

@JadenJohns0n

To me, it’s not the numbers the guard duo so

impressive. It’s the leadership. It’s the fact that a
team coming off of a four-game losing streak (including two of the worst losses in recent memo-

ry) could hop on the shoulders of a couple of
sophomores to close out the season with a dou-

ble-digit win over UNLV and the deepest run in

the Mountain West tournament the program has
seen.

As long as those two young men are in the Utah

submit your bracket
by march 15

create
challenge
win
Spring Engagements:
The perfect time for something new

#usubrackets
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OPINION

COLUMN: Why Daylight Saving
Time doesn’t work and should stop

Letters to the editor

drivers driving in the dark are more prone to acBy Miranda Lorenc
STUDENT LIFE CONTENT MANAGER

When I was in high school, I had to walk to the

bus stop at 6:30 a.m. every weekday morning.
I’d walk past the houses of my sleeping neigh-

bors and trek through the local park before I
could get a ride to school.

cidents, and productivity at work decreases because sleep-deprived employees are more likely
to browse on their computers.

Students are also negatively affected, according

to a 2011 study that observed a two percent decrease in SAT scores in countries that had DST.

Do I really need to go into detail about why this

In the fall and winter seasons, that walk was

happens? Our bodies rely on a consistent sched-

looking over my shoulder in case I found myself

circadian rhythm is also affected by the amount

ror movie where the unsuspecting young victim

it’s dark out, we’re tired. When it’s light out,

If it had snowed recently, that walk to the bus

keeper is disrupted, our bodies need time to ad-

through snow that hadn’t been shoveled yet be-

We’re not the only ones who are affected by the

Letters should be limited to 400
words. All letters may be shortened,
or rejected for reasons of good taste,
redundancy or volume of similar letters.

pretty sketchy. It was dark and I’d find myself

ule to tell us when to feel awake or tired. This

in one of those scenes at the beginning of a hor-

of natural light we receive. In other words, when

falls prey to the scary monster.

we’re more awake. When our biological time-

stop would take an extra ten minutes of sloshing

just.

cause no one else was awake at 6:30 in the

time change either. Pets like dogs and cats are

viduals. Any letter directed to a spe-

The best part of my morning walk was the start

cows, who become accustomed to being milked

printed.

ing. I could see my hand in front of my face

their humans come in an hour earlier or later

morning.

affected by sudden shifts in human habits. Even

of spring. Suddenly, there would be birds sing-

at particular times of the day are disrupted when

during the stretch between street lamps. People

than usual.

warm enough to forego the winter coat for a

Every year, some states propose changes, but as

would be out walking or jogging. It would be
light jacket or short sleeved shirt and life would

of now, Hawaii and Arizona are the only states

just feel good. The misery that came with being

that don’t observe DST.

lighten with the morning sky.

not for our own health, then for our pets.

Daylight Saving Time starts and I was once again

facts about the history of DST.

an hour earlier than usual to walk the empty,

It wasn’t until 1916 that it became popularized

I wouldn’t see the morning sun again for anoth-

minimize the use of artificial lighting during

While I don’t have to wake up that early every

Benjamin Franklin is often credited as the first

And then the second week of March arrived.

plunged into darkness. I was forced to wake up

It’s time for the rest of the US to follow suit. If
For those who are interested, here are a few fun
DST was first used by Ontario, Canada in 1908.

quiet streets.

by Germany and Austria who used it as a way to

er month after that.

WW1.

day any more, my dislike for daylight savings

person to come up with the idea of DST because

learn about it, the more it becomes apparent to

the Journal of Paris suggesting the country could

posed to fix way back in 1918 when it was signed

in the morning.

has only increased over the years. The more I

in 1784 he wrote a satirical letter to the editor to

me that it causes more problems than it was sup-

save money on candles if everyone got up earlier

into law.

may not be directed toward any indicific individual may be edited or not

So if it’s so bad for us, why do we still have it?

Daylight Saving Time
started and I was once
again
plunged
into
darkness.
forced to wake up that early every day seemed to

Letters must be topic-oriented. They

No anonymous letters will be published. Writers must sign all letters
and include a phone number or email
address, as well as a student identification number (none of which is
published).

Letters representing groups — or
more than one individual — must
have a singular representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification information.

Writers must wait 21 days before
submitting successive letters -- no
exceptions.

In reality, it was a New Zealand scientist named

Here’s the rationale behind the annual time

George Vernon Hudson who, in 1895, proposed

reduce the demand of electricity used in the eve-

back two hours in March. In 1905, a british

ant at the time because of World War I.

the clocks forward 20 minutes each Sunday in

war — not farmers, not businesses. War.

Willett’s plan actually made its way to the British

According to a study done in Indiana in 2006,

many people opposed it, especially farmers.

electricity used when daylight saving time was

1919 because the farmers lobbied against it.

are active during the hottest part of the summer

whether they wanted to observed the time shift.

fall and winter, more heating is used because

came to time. In fact, a person could take a 35

There was no decrease in artificial lighting ei-

en different time zones.

shift: waking up one hour earlier in spring would

shifting the clocks forward two hours in fall and

ning, therefore saving energy. This was import-

builder named William Willett suggested setting

That’s right. DST was adopted because of the

April, and back again each Sunday in September.

And guess what? DST doesn’t even save energy.

Parliament as a bill, but didn’t pass because so

there was a significant increase in the amount of

The US adopted DST in 1918 but repealed it in

The Statesman editors reserve the
right to not print every letter to the
editor. But all letters will be published
online.

adopted in the state. That’s because more people

However, that meant the states could decide

and so tend to use more air conditioning. In the

For decades after that, there was chaos when it

people don’t want to wake up in a cold house.

mile bus ride that would pass through five to sev-

mailed to The Statesman the TSC,

In 1963, the Uniform Time Act was passed and

statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or

ther.

Here’s another interesting fact about DST: it’s

DST was standardized for the country. States

week, the number of recorded heart attacks

standard time. Only Arizona and Hawaii have

literally bad for our health. During the first

could choose to opt out if they wanted to stay on

spikes. There’s a matching decrease in heart at-

opted out.

tacks in fall when DST ends. A study in Australia
back in 2008 found the number of suicides in-

creased during the first few weeks of DST as
well.

Deadly car crashes increases because groggy

— miranda.lorenc@gmail.com
@miranda_lorenc

Letters can be hand-delivered or
Room 118, or can be emailed to
click www.utahstatesman.com.
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FOR ADVERTISING CONTACT:
ADVERTISING@USUSTATESMAN.COM
435.797.1775

Connect
members of
the Aggie
community
and provide a
voice for all
through
impactful,
relevant and
diverse
multimedia
coverage.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Automotive
Got an older car, van or suv? Do the
humane thing. Donate it to the humane
society. Call 1-800-849-1593
Donate your car, truck or boat to heritage for the blind. Free 3 day vacation,
tax deductible, free towing, all paperwork taken care of. Call 1-800-360-4120
Donate your car for breast cancer! Help
united breast foundation education,
prevention, & support programs. Fast
free pickup - 24 hr response - tax deduction 1-855-507-2691
Building Materials
METAL ROOF/WALL
Panels, Pre-engineered Metal Buildings.
Mill prices for sheeting coil are at a 4
year low. You get the savings. 17 Colors
prime material, cut to your exact length.
CO Building Systems 1-800-COBLDGS.
Health and Wellness
FDA-Registered Hearing Aids. 100%
Risk-Free! 45-Day Home Trial. Comfort
Fit. Crisp Clear Sound. If you decide to
keep it, PAY ONLY $299 per aid. FREE
Shipping. Call Hearing Help Express 1855-708-7910
Help Wanted
Class-A CDL Drivers to haul US Mail
out of Richfield, UT. Must be willing to
team. Full-time and part-time available.

Call 940-726-3276 or apply: www.alanritchey.com EOE M/W/V/D
Miscellaneous
Were you an industrial or construction
tradesman and recently diagnosed with
lung cancer? You and your family may
be entitled to a significant cash award.
Call 1-888-737-1846 for your risk free
consultation.
Dish Network. 190+ Channels. Free
install. Free Hopper HD-DVR. $49.99/
Month (24 months) add high speed internet - $14.95 (Where avail.) Call today
& save 25%! 1-866-360-6959
Enjoy 100% guaranteed, delivered tothe-door Omaha Steaks! Save 75% plus
get 4 more burgers & 4 more kielbasa
free! Order the family gourmet buffet - only $49.99. Call 1-866-406-4429
mention code 51689gff or visit www.
Omahasteaks.Com/cheer92
Inventors - free information package
have your product idea developed affordably by the research & development
pros and presented to manufacturers.
Call 1-877-649-5574 for a free idea
starter guide. Submit your idea for a free
consultation.
Personals
Meet singles right now! No paid operators, just real people like you. Browse
greetings, exchange messages and
connect live. Try it free. Call now: 800359-2796.

AARP AUTO INSURANCE
FROM THE HARTFORD
TO SPEAK WITH AN AGENT AND REQUEST A
FREE QUOTE CALL THE HARTFORD TO SEE
HOW MUCH YOU COULD SAVE:

1-855-527-0777

DENTAL Insurance
Physicians Mutual Insurance Company

A less expensive way to help get
the dental care you deserve
If you’re over 50, you can get coverage for about $1 a day*
Keep your own dentist! You can go to any dentist you want
No wait for preventive care and no deductibles – you could get
a checkup tomorrow

Coverage for over 350 procedures – including cleanings,

exams, fillings, crowns…even dentures

NO annual or lifetime cap on the cash benefits you can receive

FREE Information Kit

1-888-919-4729

Or www.dental50plus.com/utah
*Individual plan.
Product not available in MN, MT, NH, NM, RI, VT, WA. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certificate of this type. Contact us
for complete details about this insurance solicitation. This specific offer is not available in CO, NY; call 1-800-969-4781 or respond for
similar offer. Certificate C250A (ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK; TN: P150TN)
6096E-0917
MB17-NM008Ec
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FEBRUARY 27 - MARCH 5

02/27 02/08 03/01 03/02 03/03 03/05
Seniors - Chair yoga
at 9:30
9:30am
Hyrum Senior Citizen
Center
675 East Main Street
Hyrum
Toddler Story Time
10:10am
North Logan City Library
475 E 2500 N
orth Logan

USU Spring Career
Fair
9:30am
TSC
Spanish Storytime/
Hora del Cuento
10:15am
Logan Library
255 North Main Street
Logan

Resist Women’s
March
2:30pm
Hyrum Gibbons Mt.
Logan Park
1400 E. 350 S.
Logan

Chintia Kirana: Communitas Lecture
Series
5:00pm
Seniors Singing Piano Caine College of the
Fiddle
Arts
12:30pm
Story Time
Hyrum Senior Citizen
Welding Open House
11:00am
Center
5:30pm
North Logan City Li675 East Main Street
Bridgerland Applied
brary
Hyrum
Technology College
475 E 2500 N
1301 North 600 West
North Logan
Free Date Rape Drug Logan
Detection Cards
USU Women’s Basket- 5:00pm
Teen Thursdays
ball vs San Jose State Center for Pregnancy
7:00pm
7:00pm
Choices
North Logan City LiDee Glen Smith Spec- 90 N 100 E
brary
trum
Logan
475 E 2500 N
North Logan
ATOS Trio
7:30pm
Moonlight and Music
USU Performance Hall
7:30pm
TSC Hub

MARCH
14TH | 4 P.M.

TSC AUDITORIUM

Toddler Story Time
10:10am
North Logan City Library
475 E 2500 N
North Logan
Story Time
11:00am
North Logan City Library
475 E 2500 N
North Logan

Music Box Concert
Cache Children’s
Choir
11:00am
Dalby Rehearsal Hall
Chase Fine Arts Center
Logan
Summer Bloom, Lost
Memories & TBA
7:00pm
Whysound
Logan

USU Gymnastics vs
BYU
7:00pm
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum

USU Men’s Basketball
vs UNLV
7:00pm
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum

String Chamber Music
7:30pm
Caine College of the
Arts

The Secret Garden
7:30pm
The Old Barn Community Theatre 3605
Bigler Rd
Collinston

The Secret Garden
7:30pm
The Old Barn Community Theatre 3605
Bigler Rd
Collinston

The Secret Garden
7:30pm
The Old Barn Community Theatre 3605
Bigler Rd
Collinston

Join President Noelle Cockett and
USUSA President Michael Peters
for a discussion about proposed
tuition changes.

PHOTOS BY Chantelle McCall and Sydney Oliver

L O G A N R E G I O N A L H O S P I TA L

SUBMIT YOUR BRACKET BY
MARCH 15th FOR YOUR
CHANCE TO WIN AWESOME
PRICES.

THERAPY POOLS
BALANCE. ENDURANCE. STRENGTH.
Whether you’re recovering from a sports injury or
a surgery, our specialized therapists are trained to
help you rehabilitate using the latest technology
to meet your personal needs. They have access
to our hydrotherapy pools, which can help you
improve balance, endurance, and strength as you
work to recover and heal.

JOIN OUR USU GROUP
USU HURD

Logan Regional Orthopedics
and Sports Medicine

#USUBRACKETS
#HAVEYOUHURD

500 EAST 1400 NORTH - LOGAN, UTAH 84341
435.716.2880 • loganregional.org/OrthoSports

PIZZERIA
1 Kansas

Villanova 1

16 Pennsylvania

LIU Brook/Rad 16
Virginia Tech 8

8 Seton Hall

Alabama 9

9 N. Carolina State

West Virginia 5

5 Clemson

Murray State 12

12 New Mexico St.

Wichita State 4

4 Auburn

Marshall 13
Florida 6
St. Bon/UCLA 11

EAST

MIDWEST

Texas Tech 3

10 Oklahoma

Purdue 2

2 Duke

CHAMPIONSHIP GAME

Cal St Fullerton 15
Xavier 1

SCORE

N.Carolina/Texas S 16
Missouri 8

Vs
NATIONAL CHAMPION

SCORE

5 Kentucky
12 Davidson
4 Arizona

Gonzaga 4

Lipscomb 15

HOW TO ENTER:

1. GO TO USUSTATESMAN.COM/BRACKETS
2. Sign in by using Facebook connect or register for an account.
3. Create or join a group.
4. Challenge your friends to play.
5. Login and save your picks by Thursday, March 16th.
6. Post a creative photo of your USU bracket on social media using
#USUBRACKETS to enter our photo contest.

15 Iona
1 Virginia

9 Kansas State

S. Dakota State 12

North Carolina 2

KEEPING YOU UPDATED
ON ALL THE ACTION

8 Creighton

NATIONAL CHAMPION

Ohio State 5

Providence10

firehousepizzeria.com

16 Maryland Balt

Florida State 9

Montana 14
Texas A&M 7

11 AZ St/Syracuse

7 Rhode Island

Butler 10

San Diego State 13
Michigan 3

6 TCU

14 Bucknell

Arkansas 7

Houston 6

13 C of Charleston

682 South Main Street
Logan, UT 84321
Phone: 435-787-4222

3 Michigan State

Stephen F. Austin 14

UNC Greensboro 13

Pizza
Pasta
Salad
Sandwich

WEST

SOUTH

13 Buffalo
6 Miami (Fla)
11 Loyola (Ill)
3 Tennessee
14 Wright State
7 Nevada
10 Texas

@UTAHSTATESMAN

2 Cincinnati
15 Georgia State

ENTER TO WIN AT
USUSTATESMAN.COM/BRACKETS

Visit usustatesman.com
for full coverage of the
week in Las Vegas.

GAME ONE — USU VS. AFA
By Jason Walker
SPORTS EDITOR

The Air Force Falcons got back at the Utah
State women’s basketball team, avenging a firstround loss in the Mountain West tournament
last year by beating the Aggies 68-54 in this
year’s opening tournament game.
It was a battle of the eighth and ninth seeds
as both teams finished with the same conference
record, but it looked more like a game of girls
vs women, with the Aggies on the wrong side of
the matchup.
Both teams started off 5-5 from the field in
the first quarter, but the Falcons kept their momentum up as the Aggies faded back toward the
mean on offense.
Air Force came into the game as the worst
shooting team in the Mountain West, but shot
60.9 percent from the field in the first half. Olivia West said the Falcons made some lucky shots,
but the team’s defense could have been better.
“It was difficult because it was unexpected,”
West said of the having to guard the hot-shooting Falcons. “But I think that part of that good

shooting was our lack of defensive effort.”
Though the Falcons were seemingly unstoppable on offense, the Aggies made it easier for Air
Force to build up a lead by committing numerous bad turnovers. USU had 18 on the night,
13 of which were steals on poor or flat-out lazy
passes.
Though the Falcons eventually regressed
offensively, shooting 44 percent from the field
in the second half, Utah State was entirely
helpless on offense in both halves outside of the
first three minutes. Part of it was because they
seemed to only have one method of scoring: get
the ball into the paint and shoot.
In the second half, the Aggies made just one
basket outside of the paint — a 3-pointer made
by Olivia West with 1:35 to go with the game
long out of reach. With such an emphasis on interior scoring, Utah State outscored the Falcons
in the paint 36-24, but were very inefficient
when they got there. As a team they shot on
13-23 on layups while the Falcons were 11-13
inside the paint.
“We missed a lot of layups and those hurt,
they’re just like turnovers,” Finkbeiner said.
“They’re deflating emotionally and they’re

deflating with our gameplan and then as we got
into that hole we had to do the adjustments and
Air Force stayed with their gameplan.”
Part of Utah State’s struggles did come from
some bad luck before the game. Shortly before
tip-off, sophomore forward Shannon Dufficy
was ruled out with an ACL sprain. Dufficy was
the leading rebounder for the Aggies at 8.2 per
game. She was also the fourth-leading scorer at
7.9 points per game.
Finkbeiner said losing Dufficy made USU go
through an “emotional transition” whereas Air
Force was ready to go and were “sharp from the
opening tip.”
The Falcons had three players that scored
more than USU’s leading scorer. Dee Bennett
had 14 with Emily Conroe and Kaelin Immel
both tallying 18.
Eliza West was the focal point of the offense
in the first half, with six points and four assists
in the opening two frames. But it was Olivia
West who took over in the fourth quarter. Olivia
went 4-4 in the fourth quarter and scored 11 of
her team-leading 13 points.
@thejwalk67

PHOTOS BY Chantelle McCall
The Utah State women struggled this season, posting just seven wins and finishing eleventh in the conference. The Aggies defeated Air Force during the regular season, but were unable to repeat the feat in the tournament.

2

3

GAME ONE — USU VS. CSU
By Daniel Hansen
SPORTS SENIOR WRITER

The Aggies are not done yet.
Utah State came back from as many as 15
points down in the first half to defeat Colorado
State 76-65 in the first round of the Mountain
West tournament in Las Vegas. Sophomore
guard Koby McEwen led USU with 25 points,
plus six rebounds and four assists.
“Obviously, not how you draw it up,” head
coach Tim Duryea said. “We were sluggish to
start … We were flat. No energy on either end
of the floor and (Colorado State) took advantage of that … You don’t get away with that too
often but we slipped by today.”
The outcome looked bleak for USU in the
early minutes of the game, as the Rams began
on a 20-5 run over the first nine minutes. The
Aggies shot 1-11 from the field during the
stretch as CSU built the lead. With the season
on the line, one of USU’s lone seniors stepped
up to turn the tide, as guard Julion Pearre went
4-4 from behind the 3-point line to spark the
comeback for the Aggies.
“I don't want (my career) to end,” Pearre
said. “It's my last go-around so I'm going to do
everything I can to keep this going and keep
winning.”
Spurred by Pearre’s hot shooting, Utah State
responded with a vengeance to CSU’s start, going on a 21-7 run over the next seven minutes
to immediately close the gap. USU managed to
tie the game on several occasions before entering the half with only a 35-33 deficit.
“He was great,” McEwen said of Pearre’s
performance. “We needed it, especially because
a lot of us couldn’t seem to make a basket. He
came in and hit those 3s. He kept us in the
game, really.”
The Aggies continued to keep the Rams in
check during the second half while the offense
maintained its rhythm, building a lead and
keeping a multi-possession margin for much of
the half. McEwen and sophomore guard Sam
Merrill combined for 25 points in the second
half to pace USU’s offense.
“We stayed together,” McEwen said. “We
were poised, and we weren’t worried about
what they were doing.”
Merrill finished the game with 11 points,
plus four rebounds and three assists. Pearre
tallied 14 points, four rebounds, and three
assists. Junior forward Dwayne Brown Jr. had
15 points and eight rebounds, while junior
forward Quinn Taylor led the team with nine
rebounds.
“Our guys do a good job of executing in the
half court,” Duryea said. “We have a pretty
diverse set of things that we run and try to
give us easy looks … If the defense makes a
mistake, our guys are getting pretty good at
identifying that and taking advantage of it.

PHOTOS BY Chantelle McCall
Utah State’s sophomore duo of Koby McEwen and Sam Merrill led the Aggies throughout the tournament.
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It’s game 32 today and they’re getting a pretty good feel for that.”
After trailing 20-5 early, Utah State outscored Colorado State 71-45 and shot 27-45
from the field during the last 30 minutes of the
game.
“College basketball is a game of runs, and we
weren’t hitting shots early,” Brown Jr. said. “All
we had to do is make sure we stayed together
as a team, lock in on the defensive side … and
make good plays for each other and I think we
did a great job.”
The win made it the third straight year in
which USU has won a game in the MW tournament. The Aggies will face Boise State in the
second round.
“We're excited,” Merrill said. “We beat them
at our place and felt like we should have beat
them up there (in Boise). We're confident, but
we know they're going to come out confident
and they're going to come out fired up. They're
a good team, so we're going to review what
we need to review tonight and tomorrow and
hopefully, we’ll get a better start tomorrow and
see how things go.”
@TheGrandDanny

PHOTOS BY Sydney Oliver (above) and Chantelle McCall (right)
(Above) Utah State caught fire from deep in the first half against the Rams, knocking down 6-of-15 3-pointers before the break. The Aggie defense held down (Above) Colorado State in the second half, limiting the Rams to 35 percent
shooting. (Right) Sam Merrill had another dominant performance against Boise State, scoring 28 points in the win with 7-of-10 3-pointers.

GAME TWO — USU VS. BSU
By Daniel Hansen
SPORTS SENIOR WRITER

Utah State trailed Boise State by 10 points
with 15 minutes remaining in the game.
The Aggies stared straight at the end of their
season and said, “not today.”
“The goal for us here is to win the tournament,” head coach Tim Duryea said. “That’s
the only way we get to where we want to go.
Winning a quarterfinal game is great; it’s a step
in the process for us being a good team in this
league, but it’s not the end goal.”
In one of its most impressive victories since
joining the Mountain West conference, Utah
State upset the No. 2-seeded Broncos 78-75 in
a hectic game on Thursday in Las Vegas. USU
led for only two minutes and eight seconds in
the contest.
The Broncos had several attempts to take the
lead or force overtime in the final minute of
the game, as sheer chaos ensued on the court
with the Aggies committing three turnovers in
the final 25 seconds. A steal by Merrill, an insurance free throw from McEwen, and a missed
3-pointer from Boise State star Chandler
Hutchison later and the Aggies found themselves in the semifinals of the MW tournament
for the first time in school history.
“I told the coaches that I wanted to take the
ball out to secure an inbounds, then I go and
turn it over. That was frustrating,” Merrill said.
“We were able to get the ball back and then
they had a jump ball. And then Koby (McEwen) gets a free throw. Our coaches did a really
good job of keeping us calm … All we had to
do was buckle down and get a stop and fortunately, we were able to.”
Boise State started the game at blistering
speeds, making its first six shots as part of a
20-9 run in the first six minutes of the game.
Despite the onslaught, the Aggies remained
calm, climbing back within five points over the
next four minutes.
“It started off with stops, one possession at
a time,” McEwen said. “Once we did that, we
kind of brought the game down. Get one stop,
get a bucket and another stop. Once we broke
the game down like that, the game started to
slow down for us and we slowly caught back
up.”
The Broncos then responded, pushing the
lead back to double digits, threatening to pull
away from USU before halftime as BSU guard
Lexus Williams tallied 14 points in the first
half. Again, the Aggies stayed calm, with Merrill draining a 3 at the halftime buzzer to keep
USU close heading into the locker room with a
40-32 deficit.
“Sam made a big three before the half to
give us a little momentum going into the locker
room,” Duryea said. “Proud of our guys for
hanging in there, staying together. Boise State

is tough … So proud of these
guys.”
Utah State built upon that
momentum, starting the second
half on an 8-2 run to close the
deficit to only two points. The
Broncos proved their talent,
however, pushing the lead back
to 51-41 in less than three minutes of game time. Yet again,
the Aggies remained calm,
battling back with a 14-3 run of
their own to take their first lead
of the game at 55-54 with 11:12
remaining in the contest. Merrill
scored 10 straight points for
USU during the run.
“The best players have to
play the best when it comes
to surviving,” McEwen said. “I
thought Sam did a tremendous
job today scoring the ball and
defending well.”
Over the final 10 minutes
of the game, the teams were
engaged in an all-out war of
basketball with neither team
able to build a lead larger than
five points. In games decided
by single digits, Boise State had
gone 11-4 entering Thursday’s
contest and looked poise to win
again. But the Aggies stayed
calm, with McEwen scoring 10 points during
that stretch to carry USU to the finish line.
Finally, with 31 seconds left in the game,
Merrill drained his seventh 3-pointer of the
night to give Utah State a four-point lead, their
largest of the game.
“It’s survive and advance,” McEwen said. “I
knew that I had to keep shooting. I was getting
good looks. The second half, I had to be more
aggressive getting in the paint, try to free up
myself by getting guys open shots. Once they
started hitting shots, the lane started to open
up for me. So I had to just stick with it, and it
worked out for us.”
After Hutchison’s desperation 3 clanged
off the iron, Merrill raised his arms over his
head in celebration as sophomore guard Diogo
Brito heaved the ball into the air. McEwen ran
towards the USU bench and into a flying chest
bump with freshman forward Daron Henson as
the team celebrated one of the biggest wins in
recent program history.
“This is the farthest we’ve been in our five
years in the league in the tournament,” Duryea
said. “It’s been a grind for us. We went into the
locker room after the game and basically, we’ve
got the days numbered. … They were calm. We
changed day two to day three.”
With the victory squarely in the rearview
mirror, the team quickly moved its focus to the
semifinals.

“I didn’t grow up wanting to win quarterfinal
games,” Merrill said. “I grew up wanting to
play in the (NCAA) tournament. We’re one step
closer and we have to bring it tomorrow.”
The Thomas & Mack Center was filled with
Wyoming and New Mexico fans waiting for
their quarterfinal matchup which immediately
followed Utah State’s game. Fans from both
schools cheered heavily for the Aggie victory in
the closing moments. Afterwards, McEwen had
a message for those fans.
“We know why they were doing that,” McEwen said in a serious tone. “They don’t want to
see us.”
USU will play New Mexico on Friday night at
9:30 MST.
The Aggies are 14-5 all-time in conference
tournament semifinal games and will look to
advance to their first conference final since the
team’s championship run during the 2011 WAC
tournament.
Merrill led all scorers with 28 points on 8-15
shooting, including 7-10 from behind the arc,
adding five rebounds and five assists. McEwen
added 14 points with eight rebounds and six
assists. Boise State’s Williams finished with 24
points to lead the Broncos. Hutchison scored
only 14 points on 4-13 shooting in the final
game of his career.
@TheGrandDanny

GAME THREE — USU VS. UNM
By Daniel Hansen
SPORTS SENIOR WRITER

Even gold will lose its glimmer with time.
Utah State’s improbable run in the Mountain
West tournament came to a close on Friday
night by virtue of an 83-68 loss to New Mexico
in the semifinal round in Las Vegas.
“Credit to New Mexico,” head coach Tim
Duryea said. “I thought they were extremely
hard to play against … They did a great job of
not letting us execute and we had a seven or
eight-minute stretch where we played about as
badly as we can play. We just could not overcome that stretch.”
Initially, USU seemed poised to continue
their magical run, utilizing a 12-0 run early
in the game to take a 20-12 lead with 9:45
remaining in the first half. New Mexico’s full
court press suffocated USU afterwards, however, as the Aggies managed only five more points
before halftime as the Lobos stormed in front
to take a 37-25 lead into the locker rooms.
“They play that pressure defense,” sophomore guard Sam Merrill said. “It started with
one turnover and then we just got sped up, and
that’s exactly what they want you to do and
that’s what you can’t do. Once you get sped
up and have a couple of turnovers, it all turns
mental, and that was our issue.”
In USU’s first two games of the tournament,
the Aggies overcame deficits of 15 and 13
points, but the margin proved to be too large
on Friday. New Mexico stretched their lead out
to 23 points early in the second half as USU
continued to struggle against the press. Utah
State attempted to build a comeback throughout the remainder of the game, but was unable
to trim the lead to single digits.
“When it started going their way, I thought
mentally, as much as physically, we did not
handle that very well,” Duryea said. “ It just
kind of snowballed … So when we made a
couple of mini-runs in the second half, we
could never make them stand up because (New
Mexico) always kind of came through and
stemmed the tide.”
While the Aggies were able to remain competitive in the turnover battle, USU was far less
efficient at converting its turnover opportunities than were the Lobos. Utah State finished
the game shooting 12-of-23 on layup and dunk
attempts, while New Mexico finished 9-of-10
on the same types of shots.
“I think we were playing real timid to start
the game,” sophomore guard Koby McEwen
said. “After we broke their press, we weren’t
attacking it after that … We can’t start games
like that.”
Utah State was looking for its first berth in
a conference title game since 2011. The loss

dropped the Aggies to 17-17 on the season,
putting any postseason opportunities for USU
very much in doubt. A trip to the College
Basketball Invitational may be a possibility for
the Aggies.
“Obviously, this is disappointing and this isn’t
our goal and we want to get better,” Merrill
said. “Hopefully, we can take what we’ve
learned from these situations and apply it into
whatever we do going forward to get better
and to be able to move forward next year.”
Any postseason tournament would extend
the Aggies’ season and also the careers of two
players on the team. Departing seniors Julion
Pearre and Alex Dargenton are the only Aggies
currently set to leave the program.
“We’re in discussions now,” Duryea said. “We
have had a couple of tournaments reach out
to us … but I know we’ve got a locker room
full of guys that would like to keep playing. So
hopefully one of those will work out.”
We will update on Utah State’s postseason
opportunities as more information comes.
Merrill led the Aggies with 17 points and five
assists in the game. McEwen added 16 points
with eight rebounds and three assists. Senior
guard Julion Pearre and junior forward Quinn
Taylor added 13 and 10 points, respectively.
Was that the most frustrating Utah State
basketball season ever? In terms of a team
showing magnificent potential and utter ineptitude in the same season, possibly.
Utah State will finish this year with season
sweeps over UNLV and Fresno State, plus two
victories over a really good Boise State program. The Aggies also made their first Mountain West semifinal appearance since joining

the conference. Solid, young team with a bright
future, right?
Except that those highs were matched by the
lows of losing to Air Force, Weber State, Portland State, and even San Jose State. It’s hard
to envision the Aggies elevating to the top tier
of the MW when losses like those still plague
the team.
Only two weeks ago, fire and brimstone was
about to rain down upon the program after
those back-to-back losses to AF and SJSU. A
pair of rose-colored glasses have brightened
the majority of fans’ opinions regarding the
team, but even that success still raises numerous questions about the team’s future.
What is the status of health for centers
Norbert Janicek and Klay Stall? Can the team
bring in a junior college transfer to bolster
their depth in the front court? Will Duryea
coach for the final year of his contract without
an extension? Will he get an extension? Will he
be let go? Will the team alter its 3-point heavy
philosophy? Does Brock Miller’s return from
injury solve any of their problems?
I don’t know, and we won’t really find out
the answers to any of those questions until
next season. There is the foundation of a good
team on this roster. Koby McEwen and Sam
Merrill were both all-MW third team honorees
this season, and the pair will be juniors next
season. The time is coming for them to lay
claim to the MW throne.
Another question to be answered next season.
@TheGrandDanny

PHOTOS BY Chantelle McCall
Utah State was unable to regularly break through the full-court press defense of the Lobos in the 83-68 loss. The Aggies fell to 14-6 all-time in
semifinal games after Friday’s loss to New Mexico.
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